
CONFERENCES
in Q HOTEL KRAKÓW

Q HOTEL KRAKÓW*** is located in a business part of the city with convenient access to the airport and highway 
A4, 5,5 km from the main square. Hotel is separated from the shopping center that includes such shops 
as Galeria Bronowice, Ikea, Castorama and Makro Cash&Carry by only 300 meters.

Hotel features:
  
      89 modern and ergonomic rooms, including 53 twin rooms and 36 double rooms. 
      Responding to the expectation of business tourist, all of the hotel rooms are also equipped with a laptop safe 
      as well as desk with comfortable chair for work.
      1 air-conditioned and equipped conference room spanning 32 m² which is perfectly suitable 
      for up to 40 participants. 
      Restaurant and Lobby Bar spanning 150 m². 

The interior of the hotel is simple and modern. In each room you'll find large and comfortable bed, air-condition, 
coffee and tea making facilities, free mineral water, iron and ironing board, safe, TV and phone. 
Each bathroom is fitted with a shower, exclusive cosmetics, towels, a hairdryer and a mirror. 
The hotel has 16 parking spots. The hotel provides free WiFi for all guest.

qhotels.pl

Q HOTEL KRAKÓW

KRAKÓW

ul. Radzikowskiego 142, 31-342 Kraków
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CONFERENCES IN Q HOTEL KRAKÓW  
The room has an area of 32m² and allows for organising meetings, conferences and special events conference 
for up to 40 people. An interesting alternative to the traditional, standard business meeting might be a joint breakfast 
with contractors. Q Hotel Kraków can boast delicious breakfasts served in a buffet form. 

CONFERENCE ROOM:
Our conference room is situated 
on the ground floor, with access 
to daylight.  

EQUIPMENT:

      Multimedia projector       Air-condition
      Screen

Moreover, there is a separate small business corner with computer station, access to the internet, printer with 
a scanner as well as photocopier. 

      WiFi
      Equipment and lighting management panel      Flipchart
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